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Snap-on 1.75-Ton Aluminum High Performance Floor Jack sets 
new standard for strength and wear  

 
KENOSHA, Wis. (Nov. 22, 2019) – Engineered to be easy-to-maneuver, yet strong and durable at 
its core, the Snap-on® 1.75-Ton Aluminum High Performance Floor Jack (FJ175) has a higher lift 
capacity than most other aluminum jacks on the market. Proudly manufactured in our Elkmont, 
Alabama facility, the FJ175 features a low 3.4″ height to easily fit under most vehicles with a 
maximum lifting height of 18″. The jack also boasts a 3,500 lb lifting capacity.  
 
The innovative FJ175 one-piece handle has a higher compound ratio, which offers greater lift height 
per handle pump stroke than most other jacks. It also includes a diamond knurling for improved 
handle grip.  
 
The lightweight, aircraft grade aluminum design, features roller thrust bearings in the rear caster 
assemblies that allow technicians to work on heavier load capacities while a single front roller allows 
easy navigation through narrow, tight work areas.  
 
In addition, the jack is equipped with a hydraulic pump assembly that features premium seals and 
special, high-performance oil for extreme temperatures and reduced wear. The grease fittings in the 
yoke and lift arm pivots make for longer wear. The FJ175 is compliant with the most recent safety 
standards by ASME®/PASE® 2014 and has a three-year warranty on manufacturing defects.  
 
Find out more about the FJ175, as well as other tools and products, by contacting your participating 
Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877-
SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664). 
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional 
users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, 
diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions 
for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation 
and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power 
generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise 
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, 
distributor and internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion, 
S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For 
additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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